The Company’s namesake Joseph von Fraunhofer
(1787 – 1826)

Researcher
Discovery of the “Fraunhofer lines” in the solar spectrum
Inventor
New manufacturing methods for lenses
Entrepreneur
Head and partner of a glass works
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Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
At a Glance
Applied research organization prioritizing key future-relevant technologies and commercializing its findings in
business and industry. A trailblazer and trendsetter in innovative developments and research excellence.

2,9 Mrd. € Finance volume
2,5 Mrd. € Contract Research

30 000
Staff

Basic financing by the
federation and the states
76 Institutes and
research units
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Industrial orders
and publicly financed
research projects

30%

70%

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
Locations in Germany

Main locations

Rostock

Itzehoe

Other locations

Lübeck

Stade

Hamburg

Bremerhaven
Oldenburg
Bremen

76 institutes and research units

Wolfsburg

Berlin

Hannover
Potsdam
Lemgo
Münster

30,000 staff
€ 2.9 bn research volume

Teltow Wildau

Braunschweig
Magdeburg

Goslar
Paderborn
Gelsenkirchen
Halle
Göttingen
Dortmund Hamm
Oberhausen
Soest
Schkopau
Bochum
Leuna
Duisburg
Kassel
Schmallenberg
Willich
Jena
Aachen
Sankt Augustin
Erfurt
Bonn
Gießen
Hermsdorf
Euskirchen
Ilmenau
Wachtberg
Remagen
Hanau
Frankfurt
Alzenau

Mainz

Kaiserslautern
Sulzbach
St. Ingbert
Saarbrücken

Wertheim
Mannheim

SulzbachRosenberg

Ettlingen

Regensburg

Pfinztal
Stuttgart

Chemnitz
Zwickau

Erlangen

Fürth

Nürnberg
Karlsruhe

Dresden
Freiberg

Bayreuth
Waischenfeld

Bamberg
Würzburg

Esslingen

Straubing
Deggendorf

Augsburg

Freiburg
Kandern
Efringen-Kirchen
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München
Weßling
Penzberg

Cottbus

Leipzig

Münchberg

Aschaffenburg
Darmstadt

Schwarzheide

Freising
Garching

Rosenheim
Prien

Holzkirchen

Passau

Zittau

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
International Network

▪ 8 Independent
Fraunhofer affiliates
▪ Active with partners
in approximately
80 countries
▪ Representative
Offices and Senior
Advisors worldwide
leverage networks
abroad

Leiden
Delft
Den Haag
Brüssel

Berkeley
Stanford
San José

London
East Lansing
Plymouth

Brookline
Newark
Riverdale

Amsterdam
Enschede

Turku
Stockholm
Göteborg
Glasgow
Oppeln
Dublin
Ostrava
Dübendorf
Budapest
Bozen
Wien
Graz
Neapel
Porto
Ercolano
Jerusalem

Moskau

Sendai
Seoul
Tokio
Ulsan
Changwon

Peking

Kirjat Bialik

Shanghai

Bangalore
Kuala Lumpur
Singapur

Campinas

São José dos Campos
São Paulo
Pretoria

Santiago de
Chile

Stellenbosch

Port Elizabeth
Melbourne
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Fraunhofer strategic research fields for achieving the impact goals
Focus of the Fraunhofer research portfolio

Bioeconomy

Fraunhofer
Strategic
Research Fields

Impact
Goals
Completed
Energy Transition

Affordable
healthcare
Digital Healthcare

Artificial Intelligence

Next Generation
Computing

Security
and resilient
society

Fully circular
economy
Digitalized
value chain

Quantum
Technologies
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Hydrogen
Technologies

Fraunhofer-Groups
Bundling expertise through networking

Institutes that specialize in related areas coordinate their activities in research associations and
present a single face to the R&D market. They also help to formulate the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft’s
business policy and to implement its working methods and funding model.

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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Energy Technologies and Climate Protection
Health Research
ICT Group
Innovation Research
Light & Surfaces
Materials and Components – Materials

© Fraunhofer

▪
▪
▪
▪

Microelectronics
Production
Resource Technologies and Bioeconomy
Energy Technologies and Climate Protection

▪

Fraunhofer Segment for Defense and Security VVS

Lead market-oriented Fraunhofer Alliances
Bundling expertise through networking

Institutes or departments of institutes with different areas of expertise work together in Fraunhofer Alliances in
order to develop and market solutions for a specific lead market.
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Plant, mechanical and
vehicle engineering

Health care sector

Digital economy

Construction industry

Mobility sector

Chemical industry

Energy sector

Food industry

Aerospace industry

© Fraunhofer

Career opportunities at Fraunhofer

© Fraunhofer

bachelor’s
degree

Fraunhofer
Attract

Exchange
industry
Fraunhofer

dissertation

management function

Exchange
science
Fraunhofer

Science/
universities

thesis

director of an
institute

Crossover to
science

Student
assistant

Fraunhofer

Crossover to
the industry

Industry

master's degree

PhD

Spin-offs

Professorship

Fraunhofer and the universities
Synergies through complementarity

Professor

University:
Research and education

Dual appointment
to Fraunhofer and
university

scientific and
entrepreneurial
competence

Director

Fraunhofer Institute:
Applied research and transfer

understands the needs of industry
educates the next generation of scientists

Both partners are always at the cutting edge of technology
→ Collaboration accelerates the transfer of knowledge
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There are many ways to join Fraunhofer

▪ Internship or as student assistent

▪ Bachelor, master, graduate, and postdoctoral placements
▪ Direct placement as scientist, manager or group leader

→ Important: send (initiative) application directly to the respective institute
→ Take a closer look at our job and career website and our current vacancies
→ Overview of our 76 institutes and research institutions
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Fraunhofer Programs

—
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A career booster for women at Fraunhofer
»TALENTA«

Purpose

Target group

x

Increase the proportation of female scientists and executives
- Talenta start: young professionals
- Talenta speed up: initial leadership experience
- Talenta excellence: well-established executives
- Talenta start: Support in starting a career, orientation for the next career
steps, time freedom for doctoral studies

Components

- Talenta speed up: Specific offers to qualify for management or specialist
positions and acceleration of career
- Talenta excellence: Professional and personal development and profiling
as a scientist and manager

More info
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Fraunhofer TALENTA

Doctorate with Fraunhofer
A qualification component

Qualification Fields

Scientific Excellence

Qualification Issues
▪
▪
▪
▪

Originality and design claim in research → leader in the field
Discourse in the scientific community & publications
Application for and execution of research projects
PhD

Research Management

▪ Project acquisition and project management
▪ Know-how about markets, customers and competitors (industry)
▪ Marketing & communication & presentation & negotiation

Entrepreneurial Action

▪ Revenue strategies and business models
▪ Product development with focus on the customer’s requirements
▪ Marketing & Sales

Leadership
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▪ Management of Human Resources
▪ Professional guidance
▪ Supervision of junior scientists

Fraunhofer’s Excellence Stipend Program
»Attract«

Purpose

Target Group

External (basic research) scientists in the post-doc phase or before/with
professorship

Components

Offers outstanding external scientists the opportunity to develop their
innovative ideas towards an actual application within an optimally equipped
Fraunhofer institute in close cooperation with industry.
The scientist will be offered a budget of 2.5 Million Euro over 5 years to lead
a group of 3-5 co-workers.

x

More info
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Acquisition of excellent basic scientists for application-oriented, industry
related research and development
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Fraunhofer Attract

Fellowship Program for Visiting Scientists from Abroad
»Fraunhofer Grant«

Purpose

To promote scientific cooperation and further training for qualified foreign
scientists (visiting researchers)

Target Group

Two category of post-docs; either max. 2 years after doctorate or max. 10
years after doctorate

Components

- Approx. €2,500 or €3,000 per month (depending on the post-doc category)
- Usually tax- and social security-free
- Travel and family allowances, if applicable
- Application deadline: possible at any time
- Evaluation: The Fraunhofer Executive Board decides on the proposal of the
Institute's Director.

x

Duration
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initially 1 year, max. 2 years

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
Support for Spin-offs from Fraunhofer Venture

Services
Central business and legal contact for all Fraunhofer Institutes and
company founders for 20 years.
Analysis of start-up projects and business models as well as help with
drawing up business/financial plans and drafting contracts.

465
Page 17

successful
spin-offs
since 2001
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▪ Internal transfer funding program AHEAD and
FFM – Fraunhofer fördert Management (Fraunhofer supports
management) to the amount of approx. nine million euros per year
▪ Network of financing partners
▪ Management of the investment portfolio
▪ Establishment of a matching process between external start-ups and
Fraunhofer Institutes via the Fraunhofer Venture CoLab

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
belongs to one of the most active applicants of patents and trademarks in Germany

Exploitation of intellectual property rights

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

6407

6625

6573

6762

6695

6874

7302

7667

7638

Invention Disclosures p.a.

733

736

670

798

756

734

727

753

600

Patent Applications p.a.

603

563

506

608

602

612

606

638

515

55

55

56

48

42

47

59

60

49

Active Patent Families *

Trade Marks (new applications)

* Inventory of technical property rights and current patent applications at year-end

Status: February 4, 2022
Update April 2022

2020: Fraunhofer at Position 17 of the most active patent applicants (403 applications) and
Position 7 of the most active applicants of trademarks (41 applications) at DPMA
2020: Fraunhofer among the Top 100 applicants at European Patent Office (Position 32,
557 applications)
2021: in report from the international company Clarivate, Fraunhofer belongs to »Top 100
Global Innovators«. (2 further German companies included: BASF, Bayer)
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Some examples from Fraunhofer research and
prize winners

—
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GREENTEC AWARD 2014 in the Category Automobility – Natural rubber from
dandelions
Problem: Hevea Brasiliensis only commercial source of
natural rubber,

Solution @ Fraunhofer in co-operation with University:
Russian dandelion as alternative source of rubber
→ Development of new/improved traits in plants by functional genomics
→ Identification, functional characterization & modification of
biopolymers
→ establishing of industry co-operation for commercialisation of
technology and product

Breeding
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Agronomy

Process

Product

© Fraunhofer/Piotr Banczerowski

scarcity due to bad cultivation conditions → alternative has to be found

—
Fraunhofer Institute for Molecular Biology and Applied
Ecology IME and Continental Reifen Deutschland
GmbH

Hugo-Geiger-Prize 2021
Objects measured in motion

© Fraunhofer

Dr. Annelie Schiller was awarded the second-place Hugo Geiger Prize for
discovering that objects in motion can be measured using digital
holography. Until now, it was assumed that objects have to rest
completely in order to be measured with micrometer accuracy. The
results of her dissertation research promise new innovation boosts for
industry and business.

—
Dr. Annelie Schiller of the the Fraunhofer Institute for
Physical Measurement Techniques IPM
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Josef-von-Fraunhofer-Preis 2021

Redox flow batteries are perfect for storing large quantities of renewable
energy, but they have always been too expensive for the mass market.
Researchers at the Fraunhofer Institute for Environmental, Safety and
Energy Technology UMSICHT have now completely redesigned the heart
of a redox flow battery — the stack — and have brought about a
massive reduction in material usage and costs.
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© Fraunhofer/Piotr Banczerowski

A step toward the mass market

—
Prof. Christian Doetsch (rechts) und Lukas Kopietz
(mitte) vom Fraunhofer-Insitut für für Umwelt-,
Sicherheits- und Energietechnik UMSICHT sowie Dr.
Thorsten Seipp (rechts) von der Volterion GmbH & Co.
KG

Josef-von-Fraunhofer- Prize 2018
Software for liver surgery that analyzes radiological data
with the aid of mathematical models

© Kai Michalak

The Fraunhofer Institute for Medical Image Computing MEVIS has
developed image-processing algorithms to support the planning of liver
cancer surgery. The software generates a precise 3D mathematical
model based on the anatomy of the patient’s liver and its vascular
systems and then uses it to calculate the risks of different resection
strategies. Applications of this pioneering technology include liver tumor
resection and live donor transplants.
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—
Top: Dr. Stephan Zidowitz, left: Alexander Köhn of the
Fraunhofer Institute for Medical Image Computing
MEVIS, right: Dr. Andrea Schenk

Josef-von-Fraunhofer-Prize 2019

A localization technology that is adjusted explicitly to dynamic processes
in hockey and is based on acoustical logging from radio signals has been
developed by Thomas von der Grün, Norbert Franke of the Fraunhofer
Institute For Integrated Circuits IIS and Thomas Pellkofer of the company
called jogmo world GmbH with their research team of 20 people. With
that technology, for the first time, analysis on game plannings can be
conducted and announced in real time. The special feature lies in the
high measure rate: The position of the puck is measured 2000 times per
second. The position of each player is measured by the system 200 times
per second.
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© Fraunhofer/Piotr Banczerowski

Measure every hockey move: New technologies for training and real-time analysis

—
Thomas von der Grün, Norbert Franke of the
Fraunhofer Institute For Integrated Circuits IIS and
Thomas Pellkofer of the company called jogmo
world GmbH

Exciting, challenging work in various fields of applied research
More reasons to join Fraunhofer
▪ Practical projects
▪ Close collaboration with scientific, industry, and political circles
▪ A broad range of interesting training options and mentoring programs
▪ Work-life balance
▪ Parent-child offices

▪ Attractive benefits packages etc.
→ So come and join us ☺
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www.fraunhofer.de/career

We know how
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Contact

—

Nicole Cumia
Deputy Head of Recruiting and
HR Marketing
nicole.cumia@zv.fraunhofer.de

Logobereich

Thank you

—

